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    Today, with the rapid economic development, business competition intensified, 
more people will turn their attention to small business finance loans to investment 
banks gradually into people's vision, and is in a stage of vigorous development. An 
important part of the credit business as an integral part of all types of banking 
operations, the ability to effectively manage its risks, the decision of the bank's 
operations in the future sustainable development. Guiyang As a large regional bank 
joint-stock commercial banks, based on the local, local conditions, the loan business 
radiation throughout the province, since its inception in April 1997, respectively, in 
Guiyang, Chengdu, Zunyi, Tongren, Bijie, Carey, Duyun etc. It has 34 branches inside 
and outside the province, 100 outlets, more than 3,000 employees, effectively 
providing comprehensive financial services to local people. 
    The author working from their own small micro-enterprise loans in Guiyang bank 
reality, enterprises face increasing numbers of small loans, the traditional small 
micro-enterprise loans management challenge of practical problems, the authors 
incorporated learned at Xiamen University software engineering knowledge, the use of 
computer technology, the characteristics of Guiyang small bank loans and daily 
business management, will apply for small and micro loans, review, annotate, issued 
and other systematic, paperless administration, in order to achieve the best economic 
management effect, tiny loans to facilitate business integration, standardized 
management, operational staff in order to reduce labor intensity, improve the small 
business loan quality and management level, to achieve full-featured, easy to operate 
small Guiyang bank lending system. 
In this paper, using the latest technology ThinkPHP designed and implemented based 
on LAMP,which is Compositied with Linux,Apache,Mysql,MariaDBPerl/PHP/Pytho, 
platform Guiyang bank loans to small systems, the use of B / S architecture build web 
links and build UML use case diagrams, aimed at achieving a set of high availability 
and compatibility of small loans system. The system is primarily customer 
management as the center, credit management as a core business, small loans to meet 
customer credit information management, credit management, and standardize 
management needs as the goal, to establish an integrated release, income, credit system. 















report queries, user management, parameter settings and other functions, and each 
function module has close links, collaborative work with each other. 
    Testing confirmed that the system can achieve the desired effect. Guiyang small 
bank loans will ultimately enhance the overall image of the tiny Guiyang bank loan, so 
that enterprises and people truly feel Guiyang bank standardization and modernization 
management in small loans, and enhance the Guiyang bank in the local influence to 
improve Guiyang, the economic benefits of the bank; and the ability to regulate the 
banks' internal management processes Guiyang, Guiyang bank lending so human, 
financial, and material is fully controlled state, thereby greatly enhancing the quality of 
management personnel Guiyang bank lending and economic Bank.  
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